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Museo de Arquitectura
Madrid, Spain  |  Fourth-Year Spring 2016
Advised by Mauricio Bertet and Gerard Damiani

Project Overview
A response to an actual, highly questionable proposal for this site by 
architect Emilio Ambasz, the Museo de Arquitectura Madrid (MAM — 
Museum of Architecture Madrid) seeks to answer the question, “How 
do you effectively exhibit works of architecture?” The project also 
aimed to achieve a degree of technical design development above that 
of the usual academic project.

Siting and Context
The currently abandoned existing building — while not of exceptional 
historical or cultural value — is built sturdily out of brick, typical of turn-
of-the-century Madrid constructions. It is well-sited along the Paseo 
del Prado, one of Madrid’s main thoroughfares. It is quite near central 
Atocha train station, as well as Madrid’s most prestigious museums, 
such as the Museo del Prado, Museo Reina Sofia, Museo Thyssen-
Bornemisza, Prado Medialab, and CaixaForum Madrid by Herzog & de 
Meuron, which is located diagonally across from the MAM site. The 
Museo de Arquitectura wants to play ball with its older cousins.

Materiality, Time, and Display
I chose to preserve a large portion of the existing building because 
it felt more appropriate to build on history than to start totally fresh, 
especially in a historical city such as Madrid, and considering a 
museum of architecture should showcase both contemporary and 
historical works. At the same time I wasn’t afraid to make much-needed 
alterations and additions to the existing building, such as opening up 
its two facades to the street and adding the height necessary to fit the 
museum’s programmatic needs. While the old and new are allowed to 
work together, it should be clear which is which, and that’s why the 
additions are of a different material and scale than the old building.
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Lawrenceville Maker Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  |  Third-Year Spring 2015
Advised by Stefani Danes
In collaboration with Alyssa J. Hamilton

Project Overview
The Lawrenceville Maker Center project envisions a community center for 
all ages that focuses on community empowerment through teaching and 
providing spaces for various kinds of craftwork, from small handwork to 
large-scale digital fabrication and robotics. Our guiding principles in this 
project were flexibility, accessibility, and transparency, in all senses of the 
words and throughout all scales.

Flexible, Accessible, and Open
To this end the building is quite open and permeable to the street and alley, 
with hand-operable garage doors providing air and views to the busy makers 
within, and incentivizing passersby to stop in and see what’s going on. The 
interior organization of the maker center is also quite open — it strives to 
be as flexible as possible, considering the diversity of people and projects 
that the building houses. Enclosed rooms are avoided as much as is feasible. 
Instead, Alyssa and I tried our best to delineate and define space with 
moveable partitions and furniture, with any built-ins being as low as possible 
to provide sightlines up and down through the building.  For purposes of both 
curiosity and security, most of the levels are visible from the other levels of 
the building. 

Collaborative
One of the most important parts of the maker center is the roof terrace, 
which is both a work and gathering space. It is shaded and sheltered by hand-
operable, louvered panels that in their “closed” or “rest” positions serve to 
shade the third-floor classroom spaces.

Contextual
The elevational composition is meant to mediate between the residential and 
commercial street characters immediately adjacent to either side of the site 
in a contemporary way. This too is in keeping with our desire to be flexible, 
accessible, and transparent, as a community center — while certainly 
representing a progressive, future-oriented perspective — should also respect 
the existing character of its neighborhood.
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The Hot Seat Changing Hut
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  |  Third-Year Spring 2015
First Prize, 10th Annual EPIC Metals Competition
In collaboration with Robert J. Esposito

Project Overview
The Hot Seat is conceived of as a quickly mountable and demountable 
changing hut for the Pittsburgh Polar Bear Club, which each New Year’s Day 
holds a polar dive into the freezing Monongahela River. 

Lightweight Assembly
Given a week to figure out the intriguing problem of building a warm enough 
changing hut out of a material like metal decking that could also be built and 
unbuilt in one day, Bob and I decided to use the decking in unconventional 
ways. We framed the decking with lightweight steel members. These frames 
flat-pack when not in use, but have self-locking hinged portions that swing 
out to create walls, roofs, and floors, as may be seen in the Construction 
Sequence drawings. Essentially, the framed panels are self-scaffolding, 
easing the burden of construction.

Materials and Comfort
Curved, perforated sunshade decking became coal heaters for the changing 
room benches: hence the name “The Hot Seat.” We also laid the changing 
booth floors with cork and included a hot-drink bar in the hut, a benefit to 
spectators and participants alike in the detestable January weather. Exterior 
plywood benches provide seating for spectators or recovering divers.

Utilitas, Firmitas, Venustas
The intended spirit of The Hot Seat is best explained by our project narrative, 
which bears repeating: “The dive into the frigid waters of the Monongahela 
can be described as quick and exhilarating. ‘The Hot Seat’ strives to be just 
that. The design marries the precise, thin, and reflective nature of the metal 
decking with the stark, raw quality of steel members to create a structure 
that celebrates the vibrancy of metal. The interior changing rooms contrast 
the cold exterior with the warmth of cork-lined floors, canvas partitions, 
and seats heated by coals. The entire structure is designed for extremely 
fast assembly and disassembly, using self-locking hinge joints. Within the 
structure you can experience a blend of elements that is not only useful but 
comfortable as well.” 
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Str2p District
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  |  Third-Year Fall 2015
Advised by Dana Cupkova
In collaboration with Kirk Newton

Project Overview
Str2p District imagines that what today is a huge vacant lot in Pittsburgh’s 
mercantile Strip District becomes an ecologically-minded mixed-use housing 
development for young commuters.

Siting and Organization
The project derives from a deep understanding of the site; both its natural and 
built characteristics. We started the project by analyzing both the street grids 
and the flood zones, from which the overall organization of the project arose. This 
new, second “grid” (hence, Str2p) seeks to take the many layers of the site into 
account, which is why it is also shifted south to capture the best sunlight for the 
housing units. 

Ecology and Landscape
This analysis resulted in a few key moves. The portions of the site within the 
hundred-year flood zone were reserved for parkland and leisure space, with the 
topography manipulated so that not only flooding but even the daily rise and fall 
of the river is made manifest to residents. The parkland consists of constructed 
wetlands and bioswales, which filter stormwater and greywater and seek to 
restore the natural riparian zone along the Allegheny. We also decided to carefully 
cut the historic Produce Terminal building to offer access points through the Str2p 
and Strip Districts, while maintaining its structure and the rest of the building as a 
kind of public market and gathering space. 

Unit Adaptability and Modularity
The housing units themselves are phased so as to be imminently customizable 
and adaptable to the needs of different residents. We developed modules of 
differing dimensions and functions and used the modules to design prototypical 
apartment layouts for a single person, a couple, and a new family. Our idea is that 
the development starts as a basic floor area that grows over time with its residents 
and their families. In this way each building on the site is unique and, ultimately, 
crafted more by its inhabitants than the architects. The entire first (ground) floor 
of each housing unit building consists of retail space to link it to the commercial 
character of the surrounding neighborhood and provide a reason for people who 
do not live in the Str2p District to come visit and socialize.
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Saco Lake Lodge
Crawford Notch, New Hampshire  |  Second-Year Spring 2014
First Prize, National Concrete Masonry Association Competition
In collaboration with Kirk Newton

Project Overview
For thru-hikers on the Appalachian Trail, few things are more prized than a hot 
shower and a warm bed. This bathhouse at Saco Lake includes sleeping and dining 
facilities for up to ten Appalachian Trail thru-hikers. 

Organization
The building is conceptually and programmatically separated into “wet” and “dry” 
zones — the living and dining areas, and the bathing areas, respectively. The wet 
and dry zones are separated programmatically by a communal hearth-room and 
mudroom. While the building is overtly linear in its overall form, the organization of 
the spaces and circulation within allows for multiple looping pathways that account 
for the differing needs and  rituals of the overnighting hiker versus the daytripping 
bather.

Structure and Materiality
Here the loadbearing properties of concrete masonry units are used to the utmost 
of their ability. In a way, the entire building becomes a bearing wall, setting into the 
hill of the site. The earth cut from this operation is then used to fill in the thickness 
of the roof. This grade manipulation renders the roof plane — which is a green roof 
— occupiable. In order to hold up the immense weight of the earth and vegetation, 
the roof takes the form of a poured-in-place concrete waffle-grid construction. The 
heaviness of the walls and roof is relieved with a series of slits and skylights that are 
tuned to provide light to key areas in the building.

Landscaping and Poetics
In the end we strove to create a building that seemed to emerge from the landscape - 
not necessarily imitate nature, but appear appropriate to its time and place. Kirk and 
I likened this to the experience of hiking: many people, when hiking, hope to witness 
emergent elements of nature — little surprises as you turn the corner; things that 
apppear different from far away than from close up. Our bath lodge aims to achieve 
these kinds of double meanings.
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